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Executive Summary
Adversaries are constantly adding functionality to their tools to evade defense measures deployed by network defenders or software developers. Adversaries adding functionality to their tools avoid almost any simple or known detection technique via a variety of mechanisms. Feature additions make the malware more
robust and allow adversaries to use the tool for a variety of use cases beyond the original intent.
This paper uses two case studies to outline the relationship between adversaries and network defenders
since feature additions and network defense measures are well known. Zeus is a banking trojan that has
been active since 2007 and is used primarily to exfiltrate banking credentials or other financial data from unsuspecting victims. BlackEnergy has been active since early in 2007 and was originally designed to perform
distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks. More recently, BlackEnergy can also degrade the integrity of
industrial control systems (ICS).
The progression of the abilities available to actors is a good case study for demonstrating the extent to
which cybersecurity is a back-and-forth struggle between adversaries and defenders. The cat-and-mouse
nature of the interplay is apparent as Zeus and BlackEnergy continue to add just enough features to stay
one step ahead of defensive capabilities. Each minor capability has likely gone through the Adversary Capability Chain (ACC), and by the time they are open source they are evidencing signs of the Ubiquity phase
(Spring, Kern, & Summers, 2015).
We point to the resilience of the adversary ecosystem to raise awareness and help defenders anticipate this
phenomenon. There is no obvious solution to end the cat-and-mouse game. However, some advice is relevant in light of this state of affairs. When to burn equities is an important decision. That is, when to reveal
defensive strategy information to the adversary and permit them to respond, and when to instead hold such
information close (Spring & Stoner, 2015).
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Introduction
This study adds a new aspect to our current understanding of the malicious code usage and development
ecosystem. We previously assessed and demonstrated the futility of using only simple, reactive defenses
since adversaries evade simple blacklist detection without a lasting cost to their operations by developing
new capabilities (Spring 2013). Spring et al. (2015) models the progression of the community of adversaries
to obtain a certain single capability over time. The case studies of Zeus and BlackEnergy feature additions
herein are complementary to the model of a single capability’s development because the case studies
demonstrate the pattern of the community of adversaries gaining a series of such capabilities over time in an
organized manner. The capabilities in this series serve different purposes. Some are logistic, serving to
maintain control over bots remotely. Some are anti-analysis, preserving adversary control via a different avenue. Yet others are auxiliary.
Each minor capability we note in this study is obscure and thus difficult to track through the whole chain of
development. However, the whole set of capabilities and their variety demonstrate the complex nature of the
adversary ecosystem. Various minor capabilities such as these are necessary to support the more general
adversarial capability of stealing banking information, for example. Defender intervention and new defensive
techniques interrupt the total adversary capability to the end goal of theft by interrupting a logistical capability. Despite these continued interruptions, each time the adversary community develops a new capability to
restore the overarching capability of banking credential theft.

Case 1: Zeus Feature Addition Timeline
Zeus, a banking trojan, has been in active development since 2007. It is the oldest and most widely deployed trojan. We use Zeus as a case study and exemplar to highlight the cat-and-mouse game between
network defenders and adversaries. Zeus was originally sold through Russian-language forums, but became
freely available in 2011. Once the code was open source, adversaries repurposed the code repeatedly to
avoid detection, exfiltrate data from a variety of sources, and prevent researchers from understanding the
tool’s capabilities.
Figure 1 highlights features added to Zeus malware over time. The grey diamonds designate features that
add new capabilities and the black diamonds represent developments that repurposed Zeus from its original
purpose—financial theft.
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Figure 1: Timeline of Zeus Feature Developments
Figure 1 demonstrates that Zeus receives regular feature updates, very much as it would in many well-run
non-malicious software projects. Many features demonstrate the robustness of Zeus because the authors
are aware of and have the ability to circumvent countermeasures.
•

Zeus, first discovered in 2007, contained keylogger functionality to exfiltrate sensitive information to
static command and control (Brewster, 2010).

•

Zeus employed fast flux since late 2007 to hide its phishing and malware delivery infrastructure
(Stoner, 2010) (Artman, 2007).

•

Zeus v2 added support for compromising Firefox, Windows Vista, and Windows 7 in 2010
(Baumhof, 2010). This update enabled the malware to be deployed on many more targets.

•

Zeus Mitmo/Zitmo added payloads for Symbian OS and Blackberry in 2010, and later for Android in
2011 (Barroso, 2010), to defeat two-factor authentication used by financial institutions (Apvrille,
2011). The financial institutions deployed two-factor authentication as a countermeasure specifically to the banking trojans.

•

Zeus LICAT added domain-generation algorithms (DGA) in 2010 (Manuel, 2010). DGA, pioneered
by Conficker malware, provides robust communications by generating numerous pseudo-random
names to contact command and control (C2) servers. DGA significantly degrades the effectiveness
of defender blacklists (Antonakakis, et al., 2012).

•

Gameover Zeus added peer-to-peer (P2P) networking for C2 communications in 2011 as another
way to avoid domain-name takedowns. Domain-name takedowns had become an effective countermeasure; however, P2P C2 avoids the DNS entirely, which makes domain-name takedowns
useless (Abuse.ch, 2011).

•

Zeus KINS added anti-debugging and anti-analysis features in 2011 to prevent cybersecurity researchers from easily deciphering capabilities within the malware (Bijl, 2011).
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•

Zeus added 64-bit support and TOR support in 2013. 64-bit malware can be deployed on many
more target operating systems. Support for TOR, an IP-anonymization network, further evades network analysis and blocking (Tarakanov, 2013).

•

ZeusVM added steganographic techniques to retrieve configuration information from seemingly innocuous images in February 2014. Steganography allowed the tool to evade intrusion detection
systems (IDS) and anti-virus software (Segura, 2014).

•

Lite Zeus was discovered by researchers in June 2014. The malware employed AES encryption to
evade detection and prevent researchers from understanding its capabilities (Walker, 2014).

•

Cthonic was discovered by researchers in December 2014. Cthonic added functionality for web injections, defeating one-time passwords and pins, and collected camera footage from the victim
(Namestnikov, Kuskov, & Kupreev, 2014).

•

In August 2015, Sphinx added the ability to grab legitimate certificates to evade security pop-up
notices and transparent web-page redirects (Webfakes), and the ability to wage a phishing campaign without redirecting the victim to a malicious domain. All of these functions avoided DNS
blocking measures and made networks harder to defend. Additionally, Sphinx routed all traffic
through the TOR network to avoid network analysis and blocking measures (Paganini, 2015).

Other features demonstrate how different parties can easily use Zeus and repurpose it.
•

The Zeus source code leaked in 2011, and it is still available in github. This availability gives anyone on the Internet access to the code base for free (Kruse, 2011).

•

ICE-IX, a Zeus derivative, was identified in 2011. It contains features for evading identification from
sinkhole software setup to track Zeus (Abuse.ch, 2011).

•

Zeus Skynet appeared in 2012. The author was interviewed on reddit.com and claimed to have
added new features to Zeus (such as TOR support and Bitcoin mining), as well as to be operating a
~10k node botnet (Reddit, 2012).

•

Zeus Tasks appeared in 2013. It added support for click-fraud. In this particular case, Zeus infected
machines in order to generate Instagram followers to computer-generated Instagram accounts,
which were then sold (Fielder, 2013).

•

ZeusVM (KINS) v2.0.0.0 control-panel source code and builder was leaked and became available
to the public in June 2015. This derivative gives anyone on the Internet the ability to build a
ZeusVM botnet for free (Constantin, 2015).

•

Cthonic repurposed and combined several features found in earlier versions of Zeus in late 2014.
Features included AES encryption mechanisms similar to Lite Zeus, virtual machine functionality
found in KINS and ZeusVM, and similarities with the Zeus v2 configuration files (Namestnikov,
Kuskov, & Kupreev, 2014).
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Case 2: BlackEnergy Feature Addition Timeline
BlackEnergy is another example of malware that has been adapted over the years and has gained feature
additions to defeat network defenses. BlackEnergy is not open source (i.e., it is not in the Ubiquity phase of
capability as Zeus is). The BlackEnergy authors tightly control access to the functionality of the newest versions of the tool. Even though BlackEnergy versions have not become open source, certain versions of the
source code were shared and/or sold for a fee (Wolf, 2010).
Although BlackEnergy began life as malware that generated bots to support DDoS attacks, it has evolved
into a multi-purpose malware toolkit used to attack an array of sectors. It was originally sold on the Russian
underground cyber market; in 2007, it was discovered there by Arbor Networks (Nazario, 2007). Since 2007,
researchers have seen four iterations of BlackEnergy.
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Figure 2: Timeline of BlackEnergy Feature Developments
Figure 2 highlights features added to BlackEnergy malware over time. The grey diamonds designate features that add new capabilities while the black diamonds represent developments that allowed authors to
repurpose BlackEnergy from its original purpose. Figure 2 demonstrates that BlackEnergy receives semiregular feature updates to support targeting a wider breadth of victims, similar in spirit to Zeus but less frequent. Many features demonstrate the robustness of BlackEnergy logistics because its foremost objective as
malware is to be able to circumvent defenses.
•

BlackEnergy v1 surfaced in 2007. Arbor Networks analysts determined it was a toolkit designed to
create botnets for conducting DDoS attacks (Nozario, 2007). It contained server-side scripts that
the adversary’s command and control (C2) server configured. The C2 servers could distribute the
scripts to all bots for easy control and focus attacks on particular victims (F-Secure, 2014).

•

BlackEnergy v1.8 included a custom implant builder to evade antivirus protections. It was discovered toward the end of 2007 (Saisyu, 2012).

•

BlackEnergy v2 was discovered by researchers in March 2010 (Wolf, 2010) and went through several feature changes from version 1 (Samani, 2016). The tool added functionality via plugins available for Linux and Windows, which included rootkit functions and data encryption. The researchers
found much of the code was rewritten from v1, but maintained the original DDoS functionality. The
malware used the regedt32.exe installer, which is disguised to look like a typical registry editor tool
so that unsuspecting users will execute the program (F-Secure, 2014).
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•

BlackEnergy v2 added functionality to include support for Windows 64-bit in late 2012, which allowed adversaries to attack a wider scope of targets (F-Secure, 2014).

•

BlackEnergy v2 added features in April 2013, which included a user-account control bypass to circumvent security measures that Microsoft had recently added to its Windows operating systems.
The malware changed installers to msiexec.exe from regedt32.exe, which evaded detection and
tricked unsuspecting users into running the malware (F-Secure, 2014).

•

BlackEnergy Lite added new features by removing parts, making it smaller and harder to detect.
Researchers discovered this new version in early 2014. Specifically, the new malware had no kernel-mode driver component and fewer plugin functionalities, which was likely designed to obfuscate
the malware with a lighter footprint (Lipovski, 2014).

•

BlackEnergy v3 emerged in May 2014 using the regedt32.exe installer, but included connections
for proxy servers, no driver component, configuration changes, and additional plugins related to
reconnaissance and information gathering (F-Secure, 2014).

•

In late 2015, researchers linked BlackEnergy v3 to the destructive KillDisk malware, which intentionally damages file systems (Cherepanov, 2016).

BlackEnergy is unlike Zeus in many ways since it is in the Escalation phase of the ACC and not the Ubiquity
phase. However, the tool is not exclusive to a single group; several groups appear to have used the tool for
various nefarious reasons. Since BlackEnergy v1, adversaries kept new feature additions tightly held and
used indefensible methods during operations. Older versions of the tool can be found on malware forums
and malware collection organizations such as VirusTotal.
•

BlackEnergy v1 source code was released purposefully by the author in 2007, allowing access to a
limited number of parties who could use and modify the toolkit. Cyber criminals used the v1 toolkit
primarily for financial gain and to disrupt victim networks (Wolf, 2010).

•

Organized, nefarious actors attributed to a Russian espionage group used BlackEnergy v3 in October 2014. The operation exploited a zero-day vulnerability in Windows, allowing the attackers remote access into victim networks. The group targeted NATO, the United States, eastern European
energy companies, and European governments in the campaign (Ward, 2014).

•

The additional plugins found in BlackEnergy v3 allowed the tool to attack nation-state power grids
in early 2016. This shift to targeting industrial control systems (ICS) suggested nation-states supported this attack rather than cyber criminals interested in financial gain (Cherepanov, 2016).

Conclusion
Cyber security is a back-and-forth struggle between adversaries and defenders. We elaborated this struggle
using two case studies of publicly available information over eight years for the Zeus and BlackEnergy malware families. The nature of this cat-and-mouse relationship is apparent as malware toolkits such as Zeus
and BlackEnergy continue to evolve to defeat defensive capabilities.
The lesson from the back-and-forth nature of capability development by these malicious software families
indicates it is wise to consider the knowledge of malware capability a kind of computer network defense
(CND) equity that will need an appropriate strategy for when to reveal information publicly and when to
share it more closely. Although it is tempting to trust that formal mathematics and game theory can provide
an easy solution to this problem, based on prior analysis, such formal tools do not provide a complete solution (Spring, 2014). Politics and clever heuristics should be combined with sound evidence and the appropriate mathematical decision support to arrive at a good CND equities strategy.
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